one, in the form of fluorescence resonance energy transFluorescent resonance energy transfer (FRET) is a powerful tech-fer (FRET) or Förster transfer. Since the first demonnique for studying conformational distribution and dynamics of stration of single-molecule FRET (8), there have been biological molecules. Some conformational changes are difficult a number of experiments designed for biological applito synchronize or too rare to detect using ensemble FRET. FRET, cations (9-19). It has been shown that conformational detected at the single-molecule level, opens up new opportunities fluctuations, folding pathways, and macromolecular into probe the detailed kinetics of structural changes without the teractions can be followed reliably at the single-moleneed for synchronization. Here, we discuss practical considerations for its implementation including experimental apparatus, fluores-cule level and that new information can be obtained cent probe selection, surface immobilization, single-molecule that can complement other existing assays. The ever-
expanding list of biological systems that have been studied by single-molecule FRET includes DNA rulers (8, 10, 19) , staphylococcal nuclease (9), biotinstreptavidin (17) , GCN4 peptides (14) , ␣-tropomyosin (15), S15 binding RNA junction (11), Tetrahymena riboThe study of single-molecules provides a number of zyme (12) , calmodulin (13), Rep helicase (Ha et al., unadvantages that make it attractive. For instance, in a published data). There are already excellent reviews heterogeneous population, it can reveal the population on existing single-molecule FRET works (1, 20) . We distribution most directly. More importantly, for comfocus on the methodology of single-molecule FRET plex biochemical reactions that cannot be synchronized, based mostly on the practice in our laboratories. it provides a unique opportunity to determine the deIn Section I, we discuss first fluorescence resonance tailed kinetics. Technical advances made it possible to energy transfer in general and, then, the motivations detect even a single dye molecule under biologically and advantages of performing FRET at the single-molerelevant conditions. Exciting developments in singlecule level. In Section II, we discuss practical consideramolecule fluorescence detection and spectroscopy for tions for implementing single-molecule FRET using a applications in physics, chemistry, and biology have question-and-answer format. been reviewed (1) (2) (3) (4) .
A single dye molecule can report on the host molecule to which it is attached to in a number of ways. First,
FRET AND ADVANTAGES OF SINGLE-
molecules can be localized to certain spatial positions MOLECULE FRET via fluorescence imaging (5) . Fluorescence intensity fluctuation (6) and a single fluorophore's polarization response (7) can also be used to detect the motion and 1. Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer activities of biomolecules. Perhaps the most general Fluorescence resonance energy transfer between two approach is the use of two fluorophores rather than dyes, donor and acceptor, has proven to be a powerful spectroscopic technique for measuring distances in the is transferred to the acceptor via an induced dipole-FRET values measured, the relative populations in a heterogeneous mixture can be determined. If homogeinduced dipole interaction. The efficiency of energy transfer, E, is given by neous samples cannot be prepared, for example, because the different populations arise from spontaneous fluctuations occurring on a time scale faster than the E ϭ 1 1 ϩ (R/R 0 ) 6 , [1] measurement, time-resolved ensemble FRET can be used to determine the distribution. In time-resolved FRET, multiple donor lifetimes are interpreted as comwhere R is the distance between the donor and acceptor ing from multiple species with different FRET values. and R 0 is the distance at which 50% of the energy is transferred and is a function of the properties of the Dynamics dyes. R 0 contains a contribution from the relative orientation between the two dyes, called 2 . Without a priori Biochemical reactions can be monitored by temporal knowledge of their orientations, 0 Ͻ 2 Ͻ 4. changes in ensemble FRET, hence giving their kinetic Energy transfer results in a decrease in fluorescence parameters. However, to study kinetics using ensemble intensity and in excited-state lifetime of the donor and FRET, the reactions have to be synchronized. Molecules an increase in fluorescence of the acceptor. By quantifi-have to be prepared in one state before initiating the cation of these changes, E is determined. Distance, reaction by an external trigger. For reactions that canthen, is extracted by inverting Eq. 1. It is often assumed not be synchronized, single-molecule FRET still prothat the dipole moments of donor and acceptor are free vides the opportunity to study the reaction kinetics. In to rotate in all directions, on a time scale much faster addition, the study of single-molecules can detect very than their radiative lifetime. In this case, a geometric rare conformation transitions (Fig. 2) and nonaccumuaveraging of the angles results in 2 ϭ 2/3 (in many lating reaction intermediates that are difficult to detect cases, however, the fluorophores interact with the macromolecule to which they are attached, thus restricting their motion and introducing uncertainty in the value of 2 ). Because of its strong distance dependence, FRET can be used as a spectroscopic ruler (Fig. 1) . For instance, a small change in distance between the two sites of a biological molecule where donor and acceptor are attached can result in a sizable change in E. One can easily imagine, then, how structural changes of biological molecules or relative motion and interaction between two different molecules can be detected by changes in FRET (Fig. 1) . Selvin reviewed recent progress in FRET and luminescent energy transfer applied to a variety of biological systems at the ensemble level (23 (27) . In CSOM, laser excitation light is photodiode (APD)) in the form of a confocal scanning focused to a diffraction-limited spot using a high-nuoptical microscope (CSOM) or near-field scanning opti-merical-aperture (NA) objective and the fluorescence cal microscope (24, 25). The second class uses wide-field coming from a single-molecule under the spot is collected using the same objective. A pinhole is used to block the out-of-focus autofluorescence signal to achieve single-molecule sensitivity. Unlike commercial CSOM that raster-scans the laser beam for high-speed imaging, single-molecule CSOM typically scans the sample because the imaging speed is limited by the photon counts rather than by scanning speed. Two detectors are needed to detect donor and acceptor emissions simultaneously after their separation using a dichroic beam splitter. Computer-controlled data acquisition allows the accumulation of a large quantity of singlemolecule data by identifying individual molecules on the surface and taking the time records of single-molecule fluorescence signals.
Wide-field microscopy can be done either via epi-illumination or via evanescent field excitation. In epi-illumination, the excitation light is sent through the epiillumination port of a conventional fluorescence microscope (28). Unlike in CSOM, autofluorescence generated from the microscope optics and sample cannot be removed, resulting in an inferior signal/noise ratio. In contrast, evanescent field excitation does not permit excitation light to propagate toward the detector and hence can reduce the autofluorescence to an undetectable level (29) . Such an evanescent field excitation is edge of a high-NA objective (NA Ն 1.4) (objective-type TIRM) (30) . To obtain donor and acceptor images simul-with a long-wavelength tail. It is often advantageous to reduce the cross talk by adding bandpass filters even taneously using one CCD camera, a dual-view scheme can be used (12, 31, 32) . In a dual-view scheme, donor though the overall signal may decrease. and acceptor images are projected to each half of the camera. Details on the scheme can be found in the What Is the Typical Equipment for Single-Molecule references.
FRET Apparatus?
What Detectors Are Used? Light source. Diode-pumped doubled YAG laser For CSOM, the APD is favored over the PMT for a ( ϭ 532 nm, 50 mW; GCL-050-M, Crystalaser, Reno, number of reasons. The APD has a higher detection NV). This is a good color to excite dyes such as Cy3, quantum yield (Ͼ50%) for visible light, has a very low tetramethylrhodamine, and Texas Red. dark count rate (Ͻ50/s), and can essentially count phoInverted optical microscope. Olympus IX70 inverted tons. The PMT may be more useful for very blue or microscope system with dual sideports (IX70, Olymultraviolet dyes. A limitation of the APD compared with pus). Two side ports allow rapid exchange between two the PMT is its small active area (ϳ200 m), but this different experiments (for instance, CSOM or evanesis an advantage for single-molecule detection rather cent field microscopy). than a disadvantage. Its small area can act as an additional pinhole to reject the out-of-focus autofluorescence Microscope objectives.
(1) Plan APO 60X oil immerand the single-fluorescence molecule acts as a point sion objective, NA ϭ 1.4, working distance (WD) ϭ 0.15 source that can be imaged entirely within the active mm (PLAPO60XO, Olympus) for CSOM and objectivearea. For the APD, the signal/noise ratio is determined type TIRM. (2) U Plan APO 60X water immersion objecby shot noise (statistical photon number noise) rather tive, NA ϭ 1.2, WD ϭ 0.25 mm (UPLAPO60XW, Olymthan readout noise and, therefore, can exceed 20:1.
pus) for prism-based TIRM. In contrast, readout noise is inevitable for digital Intensified CCD camera. 512EFT intensified digital CCD camera detection used for wide-field microscopy CCD camera system, Gen IV intensifier, 512 ϫ 512-and becomes more significant if a high frame rate is pixel CCD, 5-MHz A/D converter (IPentaMAX-512EFT, desired. An intensified CCD camera amplifies the sig-Roper Scientific, Trenton, NJ) for TIRM. nal so that many electrons are generated per photon (E550LP) to reject laser scattered light (532 nm), diBecause lasers are used as the excitation source for chroic mirror at 645 nm with reflection range 550-630 most single-molecule detection, selection criteria for nm (645DCXR), and laser line filter at 532 nm (D532) fluorescence filters are different from those used for for rejecting spontaneous emission from the laser. All mercury or halogen lamp excitation. A spectrally nar-filters are from Chroma Technology, Brattleboro, Verrow excitation source allows the use of fluorescence mont. filters with a cutoff wavelength closer to the excitation Prism. Small pellin broca prism (PLBC-5.0-79.5-wavelength. Therefore, more fluorescent photons are SS, CVI laser) for prism-based TIRM. collected through the filters. It is always better to excite away from the absorption maximum to allow efficient Quartz microscope slides. Quartz microscope slides collection of fluorescence rather than to excite at the 1 in. ϫ 3 in. ϫ 1 mm (Finkenbeiner, Waltham) for prismabsorption maximum and sacrifice the short-wave-based TIRM. length portion of fluorescence photons.
Silicon avalanche photodiodes. Silicon avalanche To optimize the resolution with which FRET effi-photodiode photon counting unit (SPCM-AQ-14, ciency can be determined, it is important to minimize Perkin-Elmer Optoelectronic Canada) for CSOM. the cross talk (donor emission leakage to the acceptor detector and acceptor emission leakage to the donor Counting board. Counter/Timer Board (PCI-6602, National Instruments). This computer board can count detector). The former is usually more significant because a fluorescence emission spectrum is asymmetric pulses from Perkin-Elmer detectors directly. useful because it guarantees clearly anticorrelated inSince DNA or RNA oligonucleotides can be synthe-tensity changes of donor and acceptor when there are sized, it is relatively straightforward to attach dyes to FRET changes. them. A number of dyes are available in phosphoramidCy3 and Cy5 are a useful pair for single-molecule ite form and can be readily incorporated during nucleic FRET because (1) their spectral separation is large acid synthesis. Alternatively, amine-reactive dyes can (ϳ100 nm), (2) they are both photostable in an oxygenbe attached to an amino group introduced during syn-free environment, and (3) the quantum yields (ϳ0.2) are thesis. Then, dye-labeled nucleic acids can be purified comparable. Unfortunately, they are not commercially from free dyes and unlabeled nucleic acids by using size-available in thiol-reactive form and it is necessary to exclusion gel filtration, HPLC, or gel electrophoresis. perform chemical synthesis to label cysteine residues of proteins with Cy3 or Cy5. When Cy5 is used as the How Are Dye Molecules Attached to Protein?
Biological
acceptor, even when other assays indicate the donor is It is commonplace to label proteins and antibodies very close to Cy5 (R R 0 ) with 1:1 stoichiometry, there with amine-reactive dyes because lysine residues are is a fraction of donor-acceptor complex that shows only frequently found on protein surfaces. But, they are not donor emission. This is due presumably to the inactive practical for specific labeling of most proteins because Cy5, likely caused by prebleaching, and accounts for there are too many lysine residues on their surface. 15-55% of the total population depending on the batch Cysteine residues are much less common and "cysteine-of Cy5 used. Fortunately, for most experiments we could light" proteins-proteins that contain reactive cys-easily identify and disregard them because truly zero teines only at a desired position or positions-allow FRET values were not seen when two dyes were on the the attachment of thiol-reactive fluorophores to specific same host molecule. Nevertheless, it is an inconvesites. Because introducing a second modification (chem-nience and limits the distance resolution in the low ically orthogonal to cysteine as far as dye labeling is FRET range. concerned) to the protein is very difficult, a more practical approach is to have two reactive cysteine residues Why and How Are Biological Molecules Immobilized? and label them with an equal mixture of donor and
The most exciting promise of single-molecule FRET acceptor molecules. Single-molecule measurement is the observation of conformational dynamics of biologshould be able to distinguish donor-acceptor-labeled ical molecules (1). This requires a long observation time complex from other complexes labeled with donorand hence some form of immobilization of the moledonor or acceptor-acceptor using their spectroscopic cules. If performed improperly, immobilization can persignatures. Two-step labeling by donor and then by acturb the integrity of the molecule. ceptor, each step followed by the purification of unlaBiomolecules can be immobilized nonspecifically. For beled, singly labeled, and doubly labeled proteins, may instance, DNA can be attached to a charged surface be applicable to proteins that can withstand the purifisuch as an aminopropylsilane-coated surface via eleccation procedures (33) .
trostatic
interaction (8). Even though this method What Dyes Should Be Used as Donor and Acceptor?
avoids DNA aggregation and works in water, it is unlikely that the properties of DNA and its interaction Ideal dyes for single-molecule fluorescence studies with other molecules can be studied reliably under have to possess as many as possible of the following these conditions. We found that dyes on DNA immobicharacteristics. They have to (1) be photostable; (2) be lized in this way often display polarized emission, bright (high extinction coefficient and quantum yield meaning they momentarily stick to the surface (34). of emission); (3) show little intensity fluctuation, at
This complicates the interpretation of FRET signal least on the time scale of interesting biological events changes. Another nonspecific immobilization method under study; (4) be excitable and emitting in the visible successfully used for single-molecule fluorescence study wavelength; (5) be relatively small so that they introis trapping molecules inside the pores formed in polyduce minimum perturbation to the host molecule; and acrylamide (35) or agarose gel (6, 36) . While gel immobi-(6) be commercially available in a form that can be lization has the merit of not requiring any special modiconjugated to biomolecules. In addition, the ideal pair fication of the biomolecule, it has some disadvantages. of dyes for single-molecule FRET study would have (1) First, the concentration of other small molecules such large spectral separation to minimize donor emission as enzyme substrates and ions is difficult to change in leakage into the spectral range of acceptor emission and to reduce the amount of direct excitation of the a short time. Sudden changes in the buffer conditions are necessary for a certain type of single-molecule stud-coating. We used bifunctional PEG to immobilize nucleic acids specifically to a surface while rejecting proies. Second, because of limited molecular diffusion, it is not easy to study interactions between macromole-tein adsorption. This approach works very well for the case of helicase-DNA interactions and S15 proteincules in gel.
Specific immobilization requires a well-defined modi-RNA interactions and reproduces the bulk kinetics measured in solution studies (Ha et al. , unpublished fication of the biological molecule. For instance, a biotin or a digoxigenin can be attached to nucleic acids or data). protein to immobilize them to streptavidin-or antidiHow Are Slides and Coverslips Cleaned? goxigenin-coated surfaces respectively (11, 12). Or, histidine tags that are typically introduced to help the Cleaning serves two purposes. First, fluorescent impurities on the glass/quartz surface are removed. Secpurification of recombination proteins can be used to immobilize the protein on a Ni-NTA-coated surface (37). ond, the surface is well primed for uniform affinity for immobilization of single-molecules. Impurities on the Specificity of biomolecule immobilization can be tested in a variety of ways. For instance, to check the specific surface can give rise to fluorescent backgrounds and can present nonuniform local environments to biologiimmobilization of biotinylated DNA to a streptavidincoated surface, control experiments can be performed cal molecules. The general protocol we used to clean slides or coverslips (called substrates from now on) fol-(1) with the same DNA but without biotin, (2) without streptavidin, or (3) by presaturating streptavidin sur-lows:
Sonicate in (1) 30% detergent solution for 1 h, (2) face with free biotins. Below we describe a detailed procedure for preparing a mini-flow cell to immobilize distilled water for 5 min, (3) acetone for 15 min, (4) distilled water for 5 min, (5) 1 M KOH for 15 min, (6) biotinylated nucleic acids.
Two pieces of double-sided tape (3M) are attached to ethanol for 15 min, (7) 1 M KOH for 15 min, and (8) distilled water for 15 min. Between each step, rinse a bottom coverslip (24 ϫ 30 mm) with a 5 mm gap between them. Another coverslip (18 ϫ 18 mm) is substrates thoroughly with distilled water. Heating the substrates with a propane torch for a few seconds afterattached to the tapes from above and thoroughly pressed. This defines a flow channel that is 5 mm wide, ward can help destroy any organic impurities left over from the previous experiment if substrates are recycled. 18 mm long, and 100 m tall. Both coverslips were cleaned thoroughly (see below) prior to the assembly.
Do Dyes Affect Biological Molecules?
The channel is filled with 1 mg/ml biotinylated bovine serum albumin (BSA) (Sigma) solution in buffer A (Tris Organic dyes may affect the biological activity of the host molecules. So far in our single-molecule fluores-10 mM, NaCl 50 mM, pH 8). BSA immediately adsorbs to the glass surfaces and makes a dense coating. After cence studies of small RNA junction, large RNA enzyme, and DNA unwinding by helicases (11, 12) (Ha et 10 min incubation, BSA solution is washed out by flowing through 100 l of buffer A. Then, 0.2 mg/ml strep-al., unpublished data), we have not found evidence that dyes attached to nucleic acids affect the molecular reactavidin (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) solution (40 l) in buffer A is introduced, incubated for 10 min and tion kinetics significantly. Recent single-molecule FRET experiments on folding-unfolding equilibrium washed out in the same manner. Finally, 40 l of 50 pM biotinylated DNA or RNA solution in an appropriate distribution of chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 (18) are very encouraging because even for a small single-domain buffer is added. This protocol allows the stepwise deposition of reagents without drying of the sample and protein, attaching two bulky fluorophores did not compromise stability. In general, several alternative sites typically results in a surface concentration of nucleic acids suitable for single-molecule imaging. Specificity for dye attachment should be developed in parallel and the biological activity of the labeled molecules should of the immobilization was better than 500:1 as determined by control experiments described above. We have be measured to choose the labeling scheme with minimum perturbation. not found any evidence that biological integrity of nucleic acids is compromised on this surface.
How Is Photobleaching Avoided? Unfortunately, a BSA-based surface was not suitable for protein studies. Small proteins were easily denaPhotobleaching is an inherent property of organic dyes and effectively limits the number of meaningful tured when attached to this surface (X. Zhuang, personal communication) and large proteins such as DNA FRET value measurements on a single molecule. For instance, more than 10 5 photons can be detected from helicases stick to the surface with high affinity. A working solution was found where the surface was densely single molecules of Cy3 or Cy5 before bleaching. Since 100 photons are enough to give a signal/noise ratio of coated by polyethylene glycol (PEG). PEG is known to reject protein adsorption to a surface if it forms a dense 10/1, adequate for most applications, 10 3 data points can be obtained before photobleaching. This is enough that contain only donors. Then, corrected donor and acceptor intensities, I D and I A , are determined using for measuring multiple conformational changes. Ϫ1 , for convenience. Single-molecule FRET studies concern mostly relative changes so this approxibiggest changes have been from Cy5, where an up to 30-fold increase in photostability is seen; smaller but mation does not affect most of the data interpretation.
Furthermore, errors introduced in this approximation significant effects have been observed for Cy3 and tetramethylrhodamine; we found that tight sealing of the will likely have a smaller effect on the absolute distance estimation than potential errors associated with the sample chamber from the ambient air is important). But, this is not general, and for other dyes, removing determination of R 0 . oxygen has only small effect on photostability (Texas How Significant Are the Orientational Effects of Red and Alexa 488) or an adverse effect (fluorescence the Dyes? intensity is significantly reduced for fluorescein).
Since the orientation factor 2 is difficult to determine experimentally, the absolute distance determination by FRET can be hindered. In general, single-mole-3. Analysis cule FRET focuses more on the dynamic aspects, that How Is Single-Molecule FRET Efficiency is, relative distance changes. Nevertheless, a concern Determined? remains regarding the origin of the changes in FRET measured in single-molecule experiments because it is, In a typical single-molecule FRET experiment, the single-molecule emission intensities at the donor detec-in principle, possible that FRET signal change arises purely from the changes in the way dyes are interacting tor and acceptor detector are measured simultaneously (I Do and I Ao ). These raw intensities (I Do and I Ao ) are with the host molecule. There are two ways to address this issue. integrated in time according to the desired time resolution. For diffusing molecules in solution, all the photons In the first ("physical control"), one can measure fluorescence anisotropy at the ensemble level in solution. emitted in a burst while the molecule is diffusing through the excitation volume are summed to obtain If anisotropy value is low, it can be concluded that the dye does not interact strongly with the host molecule I Do and I Ao . To distinguish a real molecular signal from noise, a threshold level for the total intensity is set. and rotates relatively freely around it. However, a transient interaction between the dye and the host may not Only when the signal level is above the threshold level, is it included in the subsequent analysis. No further be detected by ensemble study and surface immobilization may introduce additional rigidity to the dye's rotaselection of molecules is needed for distribution analysis. For dynamic analysis, a fraction of molecules that tion relative to the host or the surface. Therefore, it is important to measure the polarization response of show photobleaching of donor or acceptor before real dynamics occur are not analyzed. However, even these individual dye molecules when the host molecules are immobilized. When all these tests indicate that dyes do molecules are included for calculating the frequency of rare conformational changes. not stick to the host molecule or surface even transiently under the condition of single-molecule FRET To calculate FRET efficiency, raw intensities are processed in the following way. I Ao contains the leakage of measurement, it is reasonable to assume that observed FRET changes are not due to purely orientational efdonor emission into the donor detector and also the acceptor emission due to the direct excitation by the fects of the dyes.
Perhaps more straightforward is the second method laser. The latter is negligibly small for the case of the Cy3-Cy5 pair, but the former can be between 8 and ("biological control"). One can demonstrate the biological origin of the observed FRET change by changing the 15% of I Do depending on the fluorescence filters used. Its ratio to I Do , ␤, is easily measured from the constructs biological parameters and observing how FRET signal changes accordingly. For instance, to establish that as changes in quantum yield or spectrum. Only very large distance changes will be detected in the flatter FRET signal change of RNA with a protein binding motif is due to protein binding and dissociation, a titra-part of Eq. [1] . A detailed analysis of S/N versus distance resolution is found in an earlier publication (40). tion study can be performed by varying the protein concentration in solution (11). In general, it often does not matter whether FRET signal change is due purely What Is The Time Resolution? to distance change or has an orientational effect as long
The time resolution of a single-molecule FRET study as the biological origin of the change can be identified. is determined by factors that limit the photon emission rate. Fluorescence signal reaches saturation due to the What Type of Photophysical Effects Can Complicate shelving of the molecule onto the triplet state. Tripletthe Interpretations?
state lifetime is in the microsecond range in water. HowDyes are not ideal emitters and are known to show ever, if oxygen molecules are removed to extend the intermittence, that is, transitions between bright and photobleaching lifetime of the dyes, the triplet-state dark periods (25, 38) . The "on" time, the average time lifetime increases up to 1 ms. Therefore, under high for which the emission is on between successive on and excitation intensity under oxygen-deficient conditions, off transitions, is dependent on excitation intensity. In single-molecule emission becomes intermittent (41, 42) single-molecule FRET, the dark period of donor can and it becomes unsuitable for measuring biological be simply disregarded since it will result in the total events occurring on a similar or faster time scales. annihilation of emission during which no information Therefore, the best time resolution obtainable from sinabout the host molecule can be obtained. In contrast, gle-molecule FRET study is about 1 ms unless a new the dark period of acceptor will result in an increase chemical reagent is discovered that quenches the triplet in donor emission and can be mistaken as a large confor-state specifically without changing the photobleaching mational change that brings two dyes completely out properties and the emission properties of the dyes. of FRET range (39) . Here, an excitation intensity dependence study can distinguish photoinduced transitions of the acceptor from spontaneous changes of the host ACKNOWLEDGMENTS molecule. A more direct approach uses another laser source to excite the acceptor directly to test if the acWe thank Shimon Weiss and Tom Kerppola for helpful comments ceptor is fluorescently active.
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How Small a Distance Change Can Be Detected?
Because of uncertainties in determining R 0 , FRET is more powerful in detecting relative changes in distance
